MicroRNA-based therapy in pain medicine: Current progress and future prospects.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small noncoding RNA molecules of 18-25 nucleotides in length that regulate gene expression involved in fundamental cell processes. The induction and chronification of pain is associated with many expressional changes in pain-related proteins. miRNA has the potential to regulate gene and protein expression associated with the induction and chronification of pain. Thus, miRNAs might have promise in therapy and as a diagnostic and prognostic biomarker in pain medicine. The application of miRNA has been an emerging field in pain research in recent years. Many studies focusing on the regulation of miRNAs under different tissue and nociceptive stimuli have been performed in recent years. In this review, we intend to introduce the most recent research in the field of miRNA related with pain medicine such as the expression and function of miRNA in different animal pain model, the challenge of application and delivery of miRNA in vivo, the potential toxic effects of miRNA and future problems in clinical application that need to be resolved. This review focuses on the results of miRNA in animal studies and the prospect for future success.